GOVERNMENT OF KARNATAKA
Office of the Commissioner
(Chief Accounts Officer Wing)
Food, Civil Supplies & Consumer Affairs Department, Bangalore.

No.FSA/Wholesale/E-Tender/05/2013-14 Dated: 24/07/2014

Expression of Interest (EOI) for Installation of GPS system to the vehicles transporting PDS food grains:

The Department of Food, Civil Supplies and Consumer Affairs, Government of Karnataka hereby invites E.O.I from reputed suppliers of GPS system for supply and installation of GPS to vehicles transporting PDS food grains and PDS kerosene in order to monitor the movement of vehicles. The GPS should have the following minimum requirements:

Route on map, Trip wise distance reports, In & Out time logs, Summary showing halt times at specific loading and unloading points, Alerts via E-mail/SMS for Route deviation, unauthorized halt, main power disconnect, Device tampering, geo-fence alerts, weight reduction in the unauthorized locations using weight sensors (for food grains) and level sensors (for kerosene) or any other mechanism for detecting unloading at unauthorized locations.

Further, the eligible applicants would be empanelled from among those who satisfy the minimum technical and other non-technical qualifications. The department will specify the technical specifications or functional requirement of the device as well as fix the ceiling price of device for each empanelled vendors. The food grains transportation contractors will bear the expenditure towards purchase and maintenance of GPS system, from the empanelled vendors.

The vendors will be required to provide the cost of each device and the maintenance cost to ensure the functioning of the device at all times.

Commissioner,
Food, Civil Supplies and Consumer Affairs Department,
Bangalore.